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Wei: danger, peril

Ji: opportunity, crucial point



Brutus:

There is a tide in the affairs of men.
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat,

And we must take the current when it serves,
Or lose our ventures. Julius Caesar, Act 4, Scene 3



A rapidly closing window of opportunity



Stepping up to the challenge



A vexing question: to do or not to do?



Initiator?

Victim?



Land reform is an 
emotive issue that 
defies rationality



Mental barriers

✦ Risk aversion

✦ Confirmation bias

✦ Negativity bias

✦ Anchoring

✦ Bandwagon effect

✦ Psychological immune system



Land distribution: a colonial legacy!



Major problem: no coherent
 national land reform 
policy and commitment



Fertile soil for populists and misguided politicians to exploit



What is urgently needed?



1.  Accepting the inescapable universal truth that owning a 
piece of land in the country of your birth is the strongest form of 
belonging



2. Setting aside futile self-destructive, 
    self-interest reasoning



3. Aspiring to develop and implement self-generated
    creative, innovative, fair, equitable and 
    sustainable solutions



 4. Proactively building on successes and 
     persevering in setting the agenda, by:

✦  exploring different tenure models;

✦ identifying land available for sale;identifying and 
empowering best suited black farmers;

✦ developing innovative financing models; and

✦ establishing mentorships and shared resource models



 5. Employing principled value 
     enhancing negotiation



I I

POSITION POSITION

BARGAINING
Competing Claiming value



✦  Extreme positions

✦  Deception and stubbornness - price fixation

✦  Concessions grudgingly made

✦  Brinkmanship - wringing out the last drop

✦  Zero-sum approach - blind to interests and 

✦   value enhancing options

✦  Leveraging temporary advantages

Bargaining



I I

POSITION POSITION

BARGAINING
Competing Claiming value

INTERESTS INTERESTSCommon interests

WE

PRINCIPLED NEGOTIATIONCreating value Cooperation



✦ Negotiation = an opportunity to create value

✦ Negotiation = a forum for crafting substantive arrangements that:

•  govern future interactions;

•  foster more productive working relationships;

• do not leave suppliers hamstrung by demands for excessive 
concessions;

• lay a foundation for long-term relationships;

• inspire the joint exploration of interests;

• motivate the joint development of innovative ideas; and

• increase substantive value for both parties

Principled negotiation



POSITIONAL BARGAINING

✦ Positional

✦ Competitive/ antagonistic

✦ Egocentric/ self interest

✦ Distributive

✦ Past/ present

✦ Goal: to win as much as possible/ 
 more than the other party

✦ Relationship insensitive

✦ Claiming value

PRINCIPLED NEGOTIATION

✦ Interest based

✦ Joint Opportunity finding

✦ Integrative

✦ Future focused

✦ Past/ present

✦ Goal: mutually beneficial outcome/ 
 win more/ win more

✦ Relationship sensitive

✦ Creating value



If an egg is broken by an outside force,
 life ends, 

but if it is broken by an inside force,
 life begins!



Belief creates the actual fact. 
William James


